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Campus Communicator

In response to calls from students and faculty, the SUNY Cortland School of Education partnered with Civic Ensemble to support faculty in addressing race on campus, both in and out of the classroom. In January 2019, Civic Ensemble actors came to campus to gather stories from SUNY Cortland faculty and students about their experiences with race. Based on these conversations, Civic Ensemble has developed this workshop, which will include community building, interactive role play, and dialogue to help develop culturally responsive teaching practices, build skills, and connect more deeply with your students and colleagues. You will walk away with concrete ideas about how to address tough questions around race, and a community of your peers to support your work.

Continental breakfast and lunch included. This opportunity is limited to School of Education full time faculty until 12/13.

Universal Course Design: Broadening Access to Meaningful Learning
Tuesday January 21
9am – 3pm (breakfast at 8:30)
Room TBD
RSVP: https://sunycortland.wufoo.com/forms/k12pg09y0cz4n6r/

Rooted in neuroscience, Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a means for leveraging digital technologies and flexible approaches to provide access to meaningful learning opportunities. UDL has been described as both a set of principles and a framework for designing instruction that will benefit a wider range of learners than typical instructional methods. Please join us for the day to explore how UDL can inform your next course revisions.

This hands-on workshop will introduce an approach to UDL-based course design that considers student diversity throughout the course design process. Come ready with a course in mind to put these ideas into practice. Facilitators include Jacob Hall, Ph.D., Justin Freedman, Ph.D., Maria Timberlake, Ph.D., and Carrie Rood, Ph.D.

Dr. Justin Freedman, is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Interdisciplinary and Inclusive Education at Rowan University. He has previously given invited presentations on the topics of UDL and disability-related accommodations at NYSED and the NYS Disability Services Council. Additionally, he has facilitated UDL workshops at Syracuse University, Buffalo State College, and the Fashion Institute of Technology.

Workshop includes continental breakfast and lunch.